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In many safety-significant off-normal events, the re l iab i l i t y of failure

identif ication and corrective operator actions is limited greatly by the large

amount of data that has to be processed and analyzed mentally in a very short

time and in a high-stress environment. A data-validation and faul t -

identif ication system, that uses computers for continuous plant-information

processing and analysis, can enhance plant safety and also improve plant

avai labi l i ty .

A methodology has been developed that provides validation of safety-

significant plant parameter measurements, plant state ver i f icat ion, and faul t

identif ication in the presence of many instrumentation failures (including

multiple common-cause fai lures). This paper wi l l present this methodology

some results of i ts application to a reference LMFBR plant. The basic fea-

tures of this methodology and the results of i ts application are summarized

herein.

All the plant parameters can be grouped into a number of sets, such that

each of these sets contains a minimum number of parameters that are suff icient

to define the system state. Such a set is called "minimum system state

definit ion set." From any minimum system state definit ion set of measured

parameters analytic measurements can be generated for a l l the remaining

measured parameters ut i l iz ing the analytic models that describe the system.

I f i t is known that al l the measurements contained in the minimum system state

definit ion set are correct, the analytic measurements of the remaining para-

meters generated by this set can be compared with their direct measurements.

I f there are direct measurements that are not consistent with their analytic

measurements, the sensors that generated these measurements must have fai led.

Thus, the comparison of analytic and direct measurements provides data valida-

tion as well as fault identif ication. However, i t cannot be assured that al l

direct measurements contained in a minimum system state definit ion set are
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correct i f at least one of the analytic measurements, generated by this set,

is not consistent with i t s direct (sensor) measurement. Therefore, to v a l i -

date a l l the system parameters, at least one consistent "minimum system v a l i -

dation set" must exist , i . e . , a set that consists of one minimum system state

def in i t ion set plus one more parameter whose value can be analyt ical ly genei—

ated from the minimum system state def in i t ion set.

Although for validation of a l l system parameters the existence of a con-

sistent minimum system validation set is a necessary condition, this condition

is not always suf f ic ient . I f a l l the sensors of a minimum data val idation set

are stuck at consistent indications, or some of them have fa i led such that

s t i l l consistent indications are obtained, these fai lures cannot be ident i f ied

and any conclusions of validation w i l l be erroneous. However, since the prob-

ab i l i t y for the occurrence of such an event in a large number of sensors mea-

suring d i f ferent plant parameters at d i f ferent parts of the plant is extremely

small, this condition is considered also suf f ic ient . The assumption that th is

condition is necessary as well as suf f ic ient , is the basis of the methodology

discussed in this paper. However, i f i t is desired, additional checks can be

imposed to strengthen the sufficiency of this condition.

Based on the above discussion, the problem of data validation and fau l t

ident i f i ca t ion is reduced to a search for a consistent minimum system val ida-

tion set. The algorithm of this search is divided in two levels: (a) the

local leve l , and (b) the plant-wide leve l . At the local leve l , val idation of

the primary, intermediate, and feedwater flows is f i r s t sought by using local

instrumentation information and the methodology of analytic redundancy d is-

cussed in Refs. 1 and 2. I f validation of one or more of the flow parameters

ta i l s at this level , validation is sought at the plant-wide leve l .

At the plant-wide level , and at steady-state, the search for a minimum

system validation set starts by generating analytic power measurements

u t i l i z i ng the primary, intermediate, and water loop parameters. These

analytic measurements and the direct power measurements (from neutron flux

measurements) are compared for consistency. I f a l l of them are consistent,

a l l the measurements used for their generation are va l id , and the search

proceeds to the next validation time in te rva l . I f a l l of them are not

consistent, there are three possible cases: three are consistent, two are

consistent, a l l are inconsistent. The algorithm proceeds by examining, in a
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systematic approach, only the possible minimum validation sets that arise from

one of these three cases. Failure to find a minimum validation set means that

either there are more fai led sensor sets than can he tolerated, or the system

is under a transient.

The system stdte during a transient can be defined i f the i n i t i a l system

state and the values of the transient driving functions are known. I f the

fa i lure to validate the system state with the steady-state validation a lgor i -

thm is due to the occurrence of a transient, the i n i t i a l system state is known

(the system parameters are continuously validated during steady-state opera-

t ion) . I f only forward (in time) calculations can be performed for the

transient, at the plant-wide level , no analytic measurements can be generated

for the system parameters that appear only as driving functions in the system

equations. Even i f backward (in time) calculations dre feasible, s t i l l the

number of parameters for which analytic measurements can be generated during

the transient remains s igni f icant ly smaller than at steady-state. As a

consequence, the number of measurement sets that must be checked in the search

for a minimum system validation set, during the transient, is s igni f icant ly

smaller than at steady-state. Also, the number of instrument fai lures that

can be tolerated is smaller than at steady-state.

The f inal output of the algorithm is either a validated system state,

validated measurements for a l l the relevant system parameters, and a l i s t of

a l l the relevant system instruments that have fa i led , or a message that the

system state cannot be ver i f ied because more fai lures have occurred than can

be tolerated.

To use this methodology in an on-line data validation sys*,2m, the plant

models u t i l i zed to generate analytic measurements must be running s i g n i f i -

cantly faster than the validation interval (of the order of one second) and

the real transient time. Sucrr models have been developed for the core, the

intermediate heat exchanger (IHX), and the steam generator. I t is envisioned

that for an on-line application these models w i l l run in microcomputers in

para l le l .

This methodology was applied to a reference IMFBR plant to determine the

maximum number of fai led sensor sets (each set measures the same parameter)

that could be tolerated in validating the following plant-wide parameters:

reactor power (Q), reactor in let and outlet coolant temperatures (Tjf and
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respectively), intermediate heat exchanger (IHX) in le t and outlet secondary

coolant temperatures (T IS> TQS), steam generator feedwater temperature (Tw),

steam temperature (T$) and pressure (Ps). as well as primary, intermediate,

and feedwater flows (Gp, GT, G^). In addition to these parameters, the

assumption was made that the following parameters were also measured: pump

speed, pump electr ica l power input, feedwater control valve stem posit ion,

pressure drop across the feedwater valve, pump discharge and suction pressure,

pressure at two additional locations in each heat transport loop (primary,

intermediate, water), and steam flow. The results of this application show

that validation of the flow parameters at the local level would fa i l i f more

than eight sensor sets had fa i led . I f flow validation at the local level had

fa i led , validation of the plant state with the steady-state algorithm would

f a i l i f more than four sensor sets from those measuring plant-wide parameters

had fa i led. During a transient, i f only forward calculations are feasible,

the only fai lures that can be tolerated, i . e . , validation can be accomplished

although the direct measurements of these parameters ar.? fau l ty , are: 1) TQ,

T0S» 2) TIC» T0S» 3) T0C» T IS. a n d 4) T I O TIS* H o w e v e r . even i f the state of
the whole plant cannot be validated, depending on the fai led sets of sensors,
some plant parameters and the state of part of the plant can be validated.
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